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Inefficient to model with images for ConvNet.  

T. Q. Nguyen et al,  arXiv 1807.00083 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.00083
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- Need to impose some order to model as a sequence for RNN
- The choice of ordering might cause unintended effects on physics



Graph Neural Networks for HEP

- Initial success with various HEP applications:
- Tracking: Farrell et al. arXiv 1810.06111

- HGCal reconstruction: Qasim et al. arXiv 1902.07987

- Pileup mitigation: Arjona Martinez et al. arXiv 1810.07988

- Jet tagging: Moreno et al. arXiv 1908.05318 1909.12285
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.06111
https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.07987
https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.07988
https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.05318
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.12285


Use case: Boosted Higgs tagger

- Benchmarked on CMS Open 
Data

- Outperform the 
state-of-the-art algorithm 
currently used in CMS, 
reducing the FPR by up to 4x.
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Moreno et al. arXiv 1909.12285

https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.12285


Potential use cases

- Generative models (next in Jan’s talk)
- Real-time event reconstruction and selection:

- To be used at the CMS high-level trigger’s heterogeneous 

computing infrastructure (next in Felice’s talk)

-  Need an inference latency of O(ms) 
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The need for GPU optimization

- Case study: JEDI-net (arXiv 1908.05318)
- Graph networks based on the learned interactions 

between nodes and edges 
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.05318


The need for GPU optimization

- Benchmarking on an NVIDIA GTX 1080
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- Three orders of magnitude more expensive in terms of 
computational resources.



Summary

- Graph neural networks achieve several successes in LHC 
applications due to its natural representation of HEP 
data.

- GPU optimization for graph is strongly needed to deploy 
it in real-time reconstruction and event selection.
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